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Dear Reader,
Every year the editorial staff of Spectrum faces the daunting task
of selecting a single image that captures the variety of writers and
artists represented within the publication. This year, we were
drawn to the gnawed, worn pencil on the cover because it reminded us how we are all seeking to find that idea, that direction that
differentiates us from everyone else. We all seek to find the voice
that will most clearly express to the world who we are.
For some of us, that expression is found in a pencil, worn by time
into the shape of our voice. For others it might be the composition
of a song or the movement of paint upon a white canvas. Each of
us, however, has that pencil, that object or idea from which we
know our passions and beliefs are most clearly seen. We must
search to find this voice, for without it we cannot expect to be
known.
We hope that you hear within these pages the same remarkable
voices that we did. Perhaps within their words, you will even hear
the echo of your own.
Sincerely,

Rebekah Moffett
Editor
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first place fiction

Faces on the Train
by Hannah Lois Marielle Sauerwein
His name is Daniel.

It's a composed name, a solid name with a

refined touch, and he doesn't look so much like it anymore. People called
him 'Danny'

when he was a boy, and 'Dan' when he was in high school,

but in college he was an English major and they called him Daniel. He
wore black turtlenecks

and knit sweaters, and he wore slacks more often

than denim. He was not averse to a good joke, though sometimes
didn't catch it; he was very absorbed by literature.

he

Daniel reads more than he writes, especially now that his joints
get stiff when it rains. He always wrote flowerings of essays, intellectual
thick things that his professors liked to wade through; when he was a
college boy he was a Thinker.

When he became a professor he was well-

liked for his mild-mannered

passion.

nationally.

and intellectuals

Only professors

said it with reverence.

He was an avid reader, and active
knew his name, but they

They liked the name Daniel, and started to think

that we need good, solid biblical names for our kids these days.
more little boys named Joseph and Matthew

There are

because of him.

He retired, which meant that no one paid him to read, and he didn't
have to write always.

He still thinks of papers, when he lays in bed at

night, alone, and when he forgets to stop staring at the trees outside, but
he doesn't write them down.

It's painfully closed, but he was a writer,

and he always did live in his head. Even when he was married, he had
to marry a quiet woman named Cecilia, and they were the sort that sat
together in silence, occasionally meeting eyes to smile.
Cecilia died of illness when she was fifty and he was fifty-three,
and he's sixty-four now and not really grieving, in the traditional sense.
He spent most of his money on her, and he doesn't really need it anyway.
He likes to travel back to her grave-she

was buried by her parents, and

there's a little space for him there, for when he needs a friendly berthand look at the statue.

She didn't really need a statue, and some people

called it excessive, and then he had to sell the house in a hurry, but Cecilia
probably likes that.

She sits in Heaven and smiles, because she has one of

those graves that attracts photographers
are also love stories.

and poignant ghost stories that

To go see her grave, which is a state and a half from where he
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lives, he gets on the Amtrak.
for a senior citizen.

It's a fairly cheap mode of travel, especially

Her family is out there, and their daughter Clarissa,

whose career in theatrical

design is thriving

in Chicago.

It's a good place

to be. He prefers Omaha, really, but Cecilia liked Chicago and they lived
there a while, too.

In some ways, they're

the same, with that bigger-city

flavor.
He likes the corners
and he's just another

of Omaha.

He lives in the old market,

face, a man with grey hair still in a boy's style,

wind-pants-and-sweater

ridiculous

like all the other old people.

He could

maybe have kept off that little bit of weight, worn knit sweaters instead
of the scrappy

school sweaters,

kept on with the slacks and slicked his

hair in the morning, and people would have thought he was Respectable,
believed him when he said he was a big man in the literature world.
looking old-man and lost serves its purposes-people

But

help him across

streets and carry groceries to his car. It's not that he thought it out; it
just was like lying to be so collected.

He took full advantage of his age in

obtaining permission to not be entirely together.

It's a more pleasant way

of life.
Besides that, Daniel is lost. When he goes in to the doctor, wellmeaning women call him Danny and he answers to it. He picked up The
Da Vinci Code to try to understand
away from his mind.

the hype, but so much of it just floats

He decided to go back to Cecilia's grave, to soothe

the lostness with the inevitable Found state. He brought the book-a
on the train, both ways, is plenty of time to eat text-but

day

he's not reading

it. He has it open on his lap, most of the way, but he only makes a few
pages an hour.
Bright things or big things pass the window and catch his eye,
and he looks up and out. He forgets to look back at the book for a good
twenty minutes.

Old papers, old texts and forgotten literature revive

themselves in his mind, swirl around.

They stay there as he begins to

read again, as he stops reading and drinks from his old-man water bottle
and decides to get up. The world around him has become, in little ways,
less important.

There are people, bright spots in the dimness of mortality,

and there are little obligations, like the one he's fulfilling as he negotiates
the stairs to the bathroom.
He comes back up and is faced with the scruffy girl across the
aisle. She steals a glance, but is very intent on writing.

Her laptop's whir

is overpowered by the train, but her keys are rattling.

She had Writer's

Digests in her lap, and that makes them kin, obtusely.

They're on the

floor now, and he picks them up and puts them on her lap, smiling a little.
Absent-minded

writer.

---
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She looks up with a grin, a startled 'thank you.' That makes
him smile morCj she's maybe in college, maybe high school. She goes
back to her writing and he to his staring-at

her, out the window.

He

was like that once, a young writer who settled into a comfortable

place

to scrawl out his ideas, Mind you, it wasn't on the train, there was none
of this laptop mess, and he was never so disheveled, in baggy clothes and
scruffy hair in public.
The world is running

away, he thinks, and it is running without

him. The train is passing everything by, and he will get off and drift
through the station, away through the people. He will call Clarissa and
they'll go to the grave site together. She'Il Iook at him and worry, and
joke a little, then be quiet with him, and then let him alone, and then tell
him they should go home and have dinner and he should sleep ....
And the world will keep going. This girl will flyaway
other train, she and her laptop and her childlike uncertainty.

on an-

Daniel will

not follow that train to the end; he doesn't want to. He's going to turn
around and go back-back
to Omaha, back to Danny, back to who he was
and the promises they gave him when he was a boy.
It's certainty

for the lost, rooted in the last place they were

Found.
Daniel snaps his eyes away from the window, and opens his
book again.
be written.

It's all conjecture,

of course, just another paper that wants to

But joints are stiff these days, and he needs to finish this book

to understand.

It would be good to get something

done, on this trip.

All he's doing is going to see a stone with a statue, and a little
girl being Big.

*
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second place fiction

How to Be a Cheap
College Student
by Allison Roorda
First, pack lightly.
unpack.

Watch

Unpack quickly because there is not much to

in amazement

as your roommate

in clothes alone and announces

unpacks several boxes

that she didn't bring enough socks,

Go to the store to buy all the things you forgot to pack. Bring a
list and stick to it because your father always insisted that one of women's
biggest mistakes

when shopping was that they didn't stick to their lists.

Ignore your roommate

as she grabs a cart.

other great mistake of shopping women.

Remember

that this is the

Upon entering

a store, they

immediately grab a cart, which they then feel obligated to 611. Pick up a
small basket instead.
retractable

Watch your roommate buy chips, cookies, snack food, a thin
rod and a long curtain for the window, and a new wastebasket.

Buy a box of tissues for a dollar and a half and a folder for 50 cents.
with your slowly depleting-supply

of cash. Decide that curtains

Pay

are over-

rated.
Attend a seminar on How to Start a Responsible

Budget,

cide that you don't have enough money to start being responsible
Feel guilty about asking your father for money.

Dewith.

Ask him anyway.

"You

need to learn how to handle the money you have first," he says. Neglect
to remind him that you don't have any money to handle.
at the school cafeteria.
an hour.

Apply for a job

Spend your lunch hour washing dishes for $6.00

Ask: "Does this job come with a raise anytime

strange looks from the other students.

soon?"

Receive

Decide that talking is overrated,

Answer calls from fellow workers who can't possibly work
today and could you please take their shift since they're
it impossible

to say no. Get your first paycheck.

father to gloat.

sooo busy,

Consider

Find

phoning your

Place all of your new money into the bank and keep a

little cash for laundry

and groceries.

your fellow workers.

"Didn't

they ask in disbelief.

Remember

Refuse all invitations

Announce

this accomplishment

you spend it on anything?

to

Are you crazy?"

why talking is overrated.
to go out to eat because you are saving five
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dollars for a movie ticket.

Your roommate, who now has enough socks to

take up half a dresser drawer, offers chocolate to anyone who comes into
the room. "No, thanks," the visitors say. "I don't want to gain too much
weight."

Eat Ramen noodles and crackers for snacks because you have

spent your lunch hour washing dishes,

Decide that eating is overrated.

Become either the most antisocial or the most dedicated student
the world has ever seen, depending on who's commenting.

Drop a folder

in the snow while rushing to class late after working another student's
shift in the cafeteria.

Go to the store to buy a new folder. Ignore the carts

and baskets and pick up a 50 cent folder. At the checkout line, notice the
movies on sale for five dollars.

A movie isn't on your list. Then again,

you don't have a list. You just carne in to buy a new folder. Grab a movie
before your voice of reason, which sounds a good deal like your father,
can lodge a decent protest.
"Five eighty-four

is your total," the cashier says politely.

Pay her six dollars.

In quarters.

*

...
n

I Dream My Dreams
When I Wake
by Ben Bees
"For in that sleep of death what dreams may corney When

we have

shuffled off this mortal coiV Must give us pause."

-r-William Shakespeare, Hamlet 1II,i.1759-61
Last night my sleep was not infested with dreams, but ruled by a
single dream.
I walked down a street blanketed

in fog. The light from the

street lamps barely cut through to illuminate
could not see

if

the ground before me. I

there were buildings around me, but I felt an overwhelm-

ing sense of presence on either side, above, and below. Time cared not
how fast or how hard I walked; I could not reach the end of the street on
my own time. My feet moved as a marionette's, at the mercy of the One
holding the strings. At last something

materialized

in the fog ahead-s-a

ladder made not of rope or cord, but of vines inset with thorns. I knew the
world behind the rope ended; the world I had passed through had disappea red with each step. I began to climb.
I very quickly lost my fingers. So pierced, so torn was the flesh
that the nerves shut themselves down and allowed the muscles in my
wrist to guide the rest of my hand. My feet were no longer attached to my
legs; I tread the steps of the horrific ladder on bloody stumps that grew
shorter with each rung. The raw and exposed nerves caught on the thorns,
ripping as my legs continued

against their will to ascend to a judgement

my mind could not fathom.
When I believed I could go no further, the strings around me
slackened and my hands ceased their suicidal trek. The hands that dosed
around mine must have known that I could go no further. They gripped
tight and lifted the rope I clung to until my face was centimeters

away

from His.
Through the millennia that passed in the single moment our
eyes met I saw glimpses of endless worlds. In those eyes that grasped
mine in a vice that was a hair's breadth away from crushing my mind, I

.....

saw echoes of pain, passion, death. I saw love. But that world that held

what I could not have was far from my own. The bridge had been closed.
The love was not for me.
As I watched, I felt my soul sliding out through my eyes as
smoke flutters from a candle. It was drawn in and lost in His eyes;
another trinket to be thrown away. When He had finished, it was as if I
had never existed. He still held me in His grip; my body a mere shell; the
eyes, once green, colorless and empty; my hair limp and lifeless against

the pallid skin of my face. No blood coursed through my veins and yet 1
lived. I did not exist, and yet I lived.
His eyes closed for a brief moment as they swallowed what I

used to be. When He opened them again, the other worlds had been replaced by a sadness deep enough to drown creation. His lips parted. Stars
fluttered and died in His breath. The moon hid her face from the darkness
of His mouth. He pulled me closer until our noses touched, and I smelled
the universe as it must have been before it was spoken into submission.
Our foreheads met and I feared to be lost in the thoughts
knew all.
All sound ceased in anticipation

of One who

of His words, He spoke only

two.
"You lose."
As the sound of those whispered

words washed over me, I felt

time become undone. His hands opened and spanned across the sky,
blocking out all else. I remained suspended
moment.

in time and space for a brief

I looked in His face, but He had turned away.
I began to fall.

, As I fell, I wept for all that was lost. I wept for the pain. I wept
for the sadness in His eyes. I wept for the fall.
I wept because I knew I was awake.

*

first place nonfiction

Aching in Art
a response to Annie Dillard's jest and Earnest

by Emily Sweet Landegent
The abandoned streets fell under the View of Toledo sky; God
had painted the night in the style of EI Greco. The moon was glorious.
Luminescent clouds, bursting in rich shades of ink and warm silver, lightly
veiled the celestial body. And it was like a body, a person; the moon was
imminent,

staring at me, letting me gaze at him as the piles of clouds

swirled about him, glowing.
The sight held awesome wonders:

power and beauty, grace tangled in a

rapture with violence.
I associate God with light. Here

is what I mean: in a perfectly

unidolizing way, I often see the sun and think of God. In the same way
altarpieces aid meditation,

streaming sunshine helps me to understand

the

Holy One's presence.
Solitary trees in vast fields always shock me-tall,

alone. Allege-

ries ache to come out. But, aren't some things better left without descr iption? Yes. So are some scenes better left uncaptured?

This is a harder

question.
How I ached for a camera the night El Greco crossed the sky.
I wanted each intricacy, each puff of vapor, each subtle shade properly
caught and kept. I would have been content to sketch, but my moleskin
journal, obtained for times such as these, was resting in my room; I had not
even a pencil. So I coached my eyes: remember this, remember
this light ...

please ...

these colors,

remember.

Not everyone always understands.
they don't always understand.

Thankfully

to my camera~hopping~picture~popping

People always listen-but
my family has grown used

escapades, and they humor me,

When my aesthetic eye yells at my brain, it's like my conscience scolding:
voices that are impossible to ignore.
Paint me-a
time.

request I often pass up, Simply:

Don't you understand?

there is not enough

There is never enough time.

Is that what heaven is for? Will I keep my talents before God?
Will I be able to paint all that I missed and all that I loved?
We must somehow

take a wider view,

look

at the whole landscape, re-

ally see it, and describe what's going on here. Then we can at least wail the right
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question into the swaddling band of,darkness, or, if it comes to that, choir the
proper praise.
By the end of my walk, the clouds had left. The performance
was over. The theatre had emptied, but the moon remained on stage:

disrobed of his Spanish night. He wasn't leaving.
I stood and applauded, for it was all I could do-a tree-in
field-with her moon.

*

a

second place nonfiction

The Proposal
by Andrea Collier
Not many people can say that they've been proposed to by a
Peruvian street vendor. But that's the end of the story, not the beginning.
It starts with a scarf.
Evenings were my favorite time in Buenos Aires. They were
some of the only times when I felt like I belonged in Buenos Aires, felt
like I was Argentine

just like everyone else. My classes at the Univer-

sity would get out around 7 p.m., just when everyone was coming home
from work. The streetlights

would have just come on, the sky was navy

blue, and the sidewalks were full of people walking, driving, riding home,
meeting up with friends at the cafe on the corner, or running
ute errand. The city was alive with electricity,

a last-min-

and I was a part of it.

On my walk home down the muted side streets, I would practice
my Spanish and marvel at how the huge leafy trees captured the yellow
light from the buildings.

As I approached busy Avenue Cabildo, I would

pull my bookbag closer, picking up the pace, trying to blend in. I joined
the evening crowd, watching the men loosen their ties as they walked; the
moms pick up their backpack-clad
uniforms;

kids in their cute blue and white school

the older ladies eye a pair of red heels in the window. Not only

were the narrow, uneven sidewalks crowded with window shoppers and
teenagers, they were carpeted with the colorful blankets of the street vendors. The vendors sat next to buildings, blankets spread with handmade
jewelry, gaudy beads, illegally copied CDs, and nylon stockings.
I'd succumbed
zip-down

to impulse street purchases

many times: a black

sweater, batteries four for five pesos, a j ulieta Venegas CD, a

yellow Gerbera daisy. Most evenings, savoring my walk home from the
University, I would take my time and look at everything,
vendor's face and wonder about their story.

notice each

It was one of those nights when I saw the scarf. It was red and
yellow, carefully laid out on the sidewalk. "How much is it?" I asked the
middle-aged

man selling it.

"Ten pesos," he said.
"Would

you take eight?" I asked.

"Are you kidding me?" he said. "Ten,"
you from anyway?"

He paused. "Where

ate
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Curses. My accent gave me away every time! "The United
States," I'd thought about saying I was French just to avoid the look I
knew was coming. But instead of rolling his eyes, or asking about Bush,
or instantly

writing me off as a stupid rich tourist, he replied enthusiasti-

cally.
"Really? What brings you to Buenos Aires?"
And so it began. Miguel the scarf-seller and I had struck up an
unlikely friendship. I paid the ten pesos for the scarf and walked the last
three blocks home, congratulating myself over making my first friend in
Argentina.

The next few weeks, I started stopping to say hi to Miguel on
the way home from class. He introduced

me to Domingo the flower man

and Tanya the DVD pirate. Miguel would teach me the Spanish phrases
he thought

I absolutely should know, and I would tell him basic words in

English. Marta, the senora I was living with, warned me about making
friends from the street, but I told her that they were nothing to worry
about.
I eventually

learned that Miguel was not from Argentina

at all.

He came to Buenos Aires from Peru seven years ago in search of a better
life for his wife and three daughters.

Because of his illegal status, selling

scarves and cell phone covers on the black market was one of the few jobs
available to him. Even though he was better off economically

in Argen-

tina, he talked a lot about how much he missed Peru and the rest of his
family.
"It's hard to be outside of your country, without your land, your
brothers, your mama," he told me. "You miss everything, you know?"
I knew. Even though I had only been in Argentina
of months, I was starting
try more than I thought
Argentines

I would. I missed being able to laugh in public.

are very serious, and I always felt freakish for smiling at

someone on the bus or in the Subway. I missed the prosperity.
Argentina's

for a couple

to miss my home and my family and my coun-

Because of

recent economic crisis, many were worried about money and

making ends meet. The slightest thing would set someone off; the frustration boiled below a fragile surface. I missed the feeling of competency

that

comes from being in your element. I hated that people could pick me out
as a foreigner because of my jeans or my haircut, or because I had more
freckles than any Argentine would. I wanted people to give me a chance
before they wrote me off as "the other."
I knew exactly what Miguel was talking about. He called it the
pain that was always in his heart. I called it homesickness.
"My life is very sad," he told me one day. "It's the discrimina-

po
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tion, more than anything,"

he said. "You've seen that the people here are

half crazy, haven't you?"
I knew what he was talking about. Argentines

were very con-

scious of skin-color since most of them are from European immigrant
descent. Skin color was very indicative

of economic class-the

whiter,

the better. Miguel's skin was the color of tanned leather. His hair was

straight, thick, and jet black. He was indigenous.
"I feel watched, and I feel humiliated," he said. He pointed to
the shoe store behind us. "If I go in there to buy something,

all of the

security guards will watch me. The employees aren't going to attend to
me the same way as they would a white person. I feel persecuted,"
gesturing

he said,

with frustration.
"I know how you feel," I told Miguel. But I really didn't. My

discrimination

would end the moment

I stepped on the plane to come

home. Miguel's skin color would never change.
As the weeks passed and my time in Argentina
I was feeling pretty good about my friendship

neared the end,

with Miguel. We had

learned from each other, and I was proud of the new compassion

I had for

the people on the margins of society. I had realized that even the people
who sell scarves and cell phone covers on street corners have dreams and
aspirations just like mine. Miguel had told me about his family, how he
longed to give his daughters the chance for an education-something
he'd
never had-and

how he hoped they would have better opportunities

than

he'd had. "I want to live in my own home with my family, my daughters,
and not lack food or work. Nathing

more," he'd said to me.

So when the time came to say goodbye co Miguel, I knew I
would miss him ... or so I thought. One Saturday morning,

I told him

that I was leaving in a few weeks. I was expecting a bon voyage or a
simple farewell. I wasn't expecting what actually happened.
"Marry

me, Andrea,"

Miguel said.

I laughed. He had to be kidding me.
"No really, marry me," he continued.
convenience

and if you marry me,

r can

"It'll just be a marriage of

come to your country.

I can work,

I can make a better life for my family. Please."
I didn't know how to react; he was serious. There was no way
I was marrying

Miguel. Besides the fact that I was already engaged to a

great guy back home, I was not about to circumvent
vian cell phone cover salesman who I'd befriended
couple months.
"I'm a good worker," he continued.
smoke, I work hard-I

the law for a Peruover the course of a

"I don't drink, I don't

just need a job. Take me with you and I'll leave

....

you alone as soon as I'm there."
"Miguel, I'm already marrying someone else! And there is no
way you're coming with me," I told him matter-cf-Factly.
He had the nerve to look hutto "So that's how you treat your

friends then," he said looking away.
I was angry. How could he expect me to take him with me? And
then be mad at me because I refused. How clare he?
"Miguel, I think you're being unreasonable.
take you with me." I said.

You know I can't

"So you're just going to leave me here? Leave me here to suffer,
leave my family here to live in poverty, when you could change everr
thing for us if you would take me to the United States ..."
Miguel was practically

shouting,

and Domingo

the flower man

had stepped out of his booth to see what was going on. I was kicking myself for making street friends in the first place. "Miguel! Seriously! 1 am
NOT going to marry you!"
I could have sworn he glared at me. "Fine. But you're going to
remember me the rest of your life. You're going to remember your friend
Miguel that you abandoned in Argentina."
I walked home furious. The nerve! When I got to the apartment,
1 told Marta about what had happened to me. She laughed: "1 told you not
to make friends on the street!" I steered clear of Miguel's corner for the
rest of my time there. On the way home from school, I would walk blocks
out of the way to avoid a chance encounter.

I turned the proposal story

into a joke and laughed about it like Marta had. After all, Miguel was
absolutely ridiculous ... right?
Maybe he was, but I remember him every time I see the red and
yellow scarf in my dresser drawer. I am angry when I think about how
used I felt-like

I was his ticket to a prosperous

life. I am ashamed when

I think about how proud of myself I was for bestowing
upon a lowly street vendor. I am sympathetic

my friendship

when I think of how badly

he wanted to come to the United States. I am embarrassed
of how much I have in comparison

when I think

to him. I never saw Miguel again after

that day he proposed. I packed my bags, got on a plane, and came home.
That's the end of the story.

*
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honorable mention nonfiction

Appointments with
Time
by Cindy Sybesma

"I'll save you Daddy!" I holler and jumped into the rolling
bundle of my dad and my brother and sister.

My brother had just opened his presents for his ninth birthday
and found a fifty-cent piece in the bottom of a box.
"Come over here and show it to me," Dad called.
Curtis went over and proudly opened his hand.

A split second

later Dad swiped it from Curt's hand and held it up in the air. Curtis and
eight-year-old Valerie jumped on him and tackled him to the Floor. My
five-year-old heart skipped a beat.
Poor Dad! They're picking on him.
Shrieks of laughter came from the wrestling heap. Dad's tenor

by the pre-puberty giggles of my brother and sister.
There's two of them and one of him. He needs help!

laugh is supported

"Give it to me, Daddy!" I crawl into the pile. "Give it to me,
Daddy!" Maneuvering my way under the stack, closest to his hand. "Give
it to me, Daddy!" I reach his hand with my own. "Give it to me, Daddy!"
I feel his hand open and the coin press into my palm.

I'm saving my Dad!
Then I hear my brother. "Cindy has it!" The two big kids jump
on me, one on my head and the other on my legs. I fold my hand under
my body.

Curtis grabs my arm and pulls it out.
"Daddy!

I'm too weak! I'm too weak, Daddy!"

But he doesn't

come in time.

Curtis stands triumphant

with the

coin between his fingers.
Ifailed my Dad.

II
"Daddy! Stop it!" I scream and reach out to rescue my last onion
ring he's stealing from my plate.

He always picks on me at dinner.

it. He picks on Curtis and Valerie too, but that is different.

I hate

They are
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older, and it is funny when it is directed at them.
to me.
I watch Dad turn his attention

He's always just mean

to my brother and slip an oyster

from his soup into Curt's glass of milk when he isn't looking. The three
of them roll in laughter at the joke. Daddy and I never laugh together.
Even though I'm eight, I'm not as big as they are. I can't go outside and

help him like they can.
What would it be like to be friends with Dad?
"He doesn't joke with you because you get mad," Mom points
out. "You just watch, Curtis and Valerie never get mad at him when he
teases them."

I guess Ijust have to act more like them.
III
"I have a joke for you, Daddy!"

I just got back from school and

my fourth grade teacher told me a very funny joke. I'm nearly certain
Daddy will like it. He is on his way outside.
and his mind is preoccupied.

It's obvious he is very busy

"Is it quick? 1 gotta get going."
"Yeah! Sure it is." 1 launch into the tale of a monster stuck in
somebody's basement.
"Hurry up, Cindy."
"I am! So they pull back the chair and they pull back the rug and
they pull back the trap door."
"I don't have time for this, Cindy."
I pick up my speed.
"Andtheyranupthestairsclosedthetrapdoorandpulledtherug.
Daddy walks out the door.

IV
"Stupid old man," I grumble as I ram the tractor into a higher
gear.
"Cindy! I'm stopped out here," my dad squawks through the
two~way.
We're combining

corn on a muddy October.

I came home from

school only to find myself sentenced to the graincart for the rest of the
day. We're working on our largest field; it is an entire half section, a mile
long and a half mile wide. Dad is combining
trucks are parked on the old farmyard

close to the section-line.

The

located close to the gravel road.

They can't get any closer to the combine because they keep getting stuck.
"Are you coming, Cindy?"

-

I rip the mike off the wall of my tractor. "Yes!"
I push the tractor to go faster.

I'm not driving parallel with the

cornrows, I'm crossing them perpendicular.
them and the graincart

The tractor bounces over

flies along behind, causing the tractor to lurch

forward and back.
"Let's go, Cindy!"
I shove the tractor into road-gear just in time to hit a badger
hole. I crash forward and the steering wheel catches me under my ribs.
groan in pain.

"Stupid old man!"
V
"My dad cried when he walked me down the aisle," Kayla says.
"I didn't think my dad would," adds Shiloh, "but he was a
mess."

"I know my dad will cry at my wedding. Heck, he cried at my
graduation,"

calls out Randi.

My mind drifts back two years.
"I don't want to die, Cindy."

I can feel sobs rack his body as I give him a backrub on the floor.
I've never seen Daddy cry before.
"Find a good man, Cindy. Marry him and enjoy life. I love
your Mom so much. Life with her has been fun. Find the same thing,
Cindy."
"I will, Dad."
"My little Cindy. My little pet."

*
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Grandma's Cards
by Amy Leigh Lightfoot
What? Oh yeah. Just give me a second. Okay, look, I have
known sex was bad since before I knew what sex was. For as long as I
can remember,

in every Christmas,

Valentine's,

Easter, and birthday

card

from Grandma has been a pamphlet saying that I'm going to Hell if I
have sex before marriage.
but you get the picture.

Well-they

don't really say I'm going to Hell,

When I was little, Mother told me over and over again that

Grandma was simply trying
a sex ed. pamphlet?

[0

tell me "I love you." "I love you" through

I think there arc better ways.

I mean, opening up a

Cupid-covered card to find a picture of genital warts does not exactly fill
me with warm-Fuaaies-e-even if there is a twency-do llar bill folded in the
crease.
One time, in an Easter card, instead of "You're Worth
ing For" shouting from red glossy paper, an eighties-looking
a pink "Find Your Marriage Partner"

Wait-

couple on

pamphlet gave me a step-by-step

formula to finding my Prince Charming.

I guess Grandma

was afraid

that I'd somehow made it almost through the main sexual battlefield-s-colbeing blessed with a male bidding for my time (I know-it

lege-without

doesn't exactly make sense-that's
for my birthday the following]uly.

Grandma).

I got a sex-pamphlet

Apparently,

hadn't heard any comments

about boyfriends,

didn't work.

was the last time she sent me a pamphlet.

That birthday

again

she figured since she

the pink eighties couple
I

think she gave up-and
as there were no outward signs that I was riddled
with an S'TDv-the scary pamphlets must've worked.
Odd thing is-I

actually miss them.

I miss pamphlets

telling

me that over a third of women on college campuses are having sex, that
AIDS will be the next plague to take out a third of the world's population, and that if I don't save myself for marriage, I'm never going to have
a healthy marriage and my kids will hate me. Funny, huh? I still open
cards from her half-hoping, half-dreading that I'll be told how many peo~
ple contract HIV every couple of seconds. I never thought
never thought
love you."

I'd relate disturbing

pictures-scare

So, my view of love is a bit skewed.
I mean, I do, but not in the normal fashion.
card, I wouldn't

recommend

opening it here.

I'd miss that.

tactics really-with

I

"I

I don't really know how to.
And well, I bought you this

*
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Sad Buenos Aires
by Andrea Collier
There is a profound sadness here. One would expect to see it
right away

if

Argentina,

taking advantage of the weak economy and the exchange rate

the media is to be believed. Those tourists who come to

in their favor, have most likely heard of Argentina's
2001,

economic woes. In

the economy bottomed out completely, the peso was devalued, and

because of privatization, unemployment soared. The tourists probably
vaguely remember seeing riots in Buenos Aires on TV.

Which is probably why they are surprised when they arrive here
in cosmopolitan
since

Buenos Aires and life seems to have gone on normally

Buenos Aires has garnered a reputation of being the Paris of

200t.

the South, and its French and Italian architecture

belies the country's

geo-

graphic location in Latin America. Instead of tacos, beans and rice in the
restaurants,

the menus contain meat pies, raviolis, pizza, and sirloin steak.

Old ladies sip tea in the afternoons,

and the teenagers smoke casually,

fashionably clad in their hip, urban clothing. Even the Spanish sounds
exotic-Argentine
lary. Argentina

castellano

is distinct in its pronunciation

seems very "European"

instead of seeing the stereotypical
rummaging

and vocabu-

for being in Latin America. And

media images of dark-skinned

through trash in jungle shanty towns, one encounters

children
light-

skinned, stylish, supremely confident portefios, navigating quickly through
the urban jungle that is Buenos Aires.
However, despite all appearances-the
nos are so obsessed with-Argentina
under the carefully constructed
encountered

appearances that porte-

is suffering and the evidence lies just

surface. Certainly

even the tourists have

proofs of the poverty that has stricken the middle classes

as of late. Surely they must pass the cartoneros when they walk to the
restaurant

at night to sip their fine Argentine wine and cut into a thick

juicy steak straight from the central pampas. The cartoneros roam the
streets of the city, imported on the train every night from the villa miserias
on the outskirts of greater Buenos Aires to dig through the trash heaps
for recyclables. The interesting thing about the cartoneros is their variety.
Old women, young children, teenage girls, fathers and grandfathers-all
of them see in Buenos Aires' trash an opportunity

to live. Although they

don't make much reselling what they find, it's enough to put a little food
on the table, and that's more than a lot of Argentines

can do right now.

Just take a ride on the Subte, Buenos Aires' subway system, and

...
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it's evident that many are hungry. Jugglers, singers, Andean flute players,

little girls selling hair clips, and middle-aged men passing out stickers for
passengers to purchase-all

are looking for a few pesos to be able to keep

going. At first, it's shocking. The children ... shouldn't they be in school?
But after a while, they become a part of the background. Their magic
tricks or gimmicky performances

are largely ignored, and only a few

passengers clap politely when they finish, digging in their empty pockets
for a few mO'l1cditasto give. There are, of course, more tragic examples.
The blind man in stained sweat pants whose voice is full of hope: he sells
Kleenex, two for a peso, and feels his way up and down the Subre cars
every day with fumbling hands and his box of tissues. All the money in
the world seems insignificant

in the face of such suffering, and momen-

tarily, you are unable to take your eyes off him, paralyzed ... but the next
moment your stop arrives and you pass through the sliding doors up the
stairs and out into the bright sunlight. "It's a beautiful day, isn't it?" you
remark too cheerfully to your companion.
Or maybe it's the locksmith

that you pass every morning on

your way to the day's activities. He stands outside his little shop, srnoking cigarette after cigarette as he leans against the building. He prefers to
watch the people walk hurriedly by on the sidewalk than wait inside his
cramped shop. Business is slow these days.
Or maybe you stumble over a loose sidewalk tile, having ternporarily taken your eyes off of finding your footing to gape at an elderly
lady passing you on the sidewalk. She is rail thin, frail and pallid, but her
hair is dyed copper orange to hide the gray hairs that betray her age. Her
face is sunken, her eyes sad, but her lips are gaily painted paradise pink.
She hobbles nobly along in her high heels, head aloft, but you notice that
her pressed polyester pants are fraying at the seams. How long has she
had those? How many times has she carefully ironed them?
And so the sadness becomes a part of you. You find yourself
longing for someone to laugh loudly in public. The giggling couple on
the #152 bus is a welcome respite; you watch them enviously, wishing
you could hear what they are whispering

about. You try not to care when

you walk by the flower lady, bundled in her greasy coat against the chilly
spring nights and huddled in her chair, waiting out the night shift with
the fragrant flowers. And you secretly long for American Airlines flight
#669 which will whisk you back to your friendly, happy reality. But it
doesn't matter what you do to squeeze it out of view, the poverty continually confronts you. Not directly, of course-that
cultured Argentine

image-but

wouldn't

do for the

in more subtle ways. It seeps in through

the cracks of a corrupted system, of a broken country, of your heart. And
you are changed.

*
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Beyond the Window
by Rebekah Moffett
The season is changing.

The sun tends to come out tess often;

the air is cooler and the wind brisk. There's

a dampness

that fills the black

streets even when it's not raining. It's like there's never enough sunlight for the moisture
uneven sidewalks

to fully evaporate; the cold lingers, clinging to the

and painted streets, November

dawned, and England

responded with the first frost. But while a peace has settled across the city,

I find myself restless with energy.
Bored, I push away my literature

homework

and stare over at

my calendar. With only three weeks left until Christmas,

I am distracted

by the thought of home. I turn my head past the thick burgundy drapes
and translucent

window covering to the picture behind the glass, Directly

across from my window is a tall, red-brick office building. Every morning
when I wake up and throw open the drapes, I see the thick brown hair of
a gentleman,

his back to me as he sits at his desk typing on his computer.

There are stacks of paper strewn around him, several large notebooks,

and

two small picture frames. I wonder what sort of work he does, what he's
always typing. I wonder if he ever stands up because every time I look
out my window, he's at his desk-just
the window,
uneasiness

as he is now. Once, I looked out

and his chair was empty. I almost felt a twinge of panic, an

over the absence of the familiar. But his lightweight

blue coat

was on the back of his chair, as always. He was still there. Soon he would
be back at his desk. Sitting. Typing. Waiting.
If I look towards the right across the street, the stately beauty of
St. ] ames Court, a posh hotel, greets my eye. The orange brick building
stands six stories tall, the floors divided with a row of ornate, white windows. Guests continuously

pass through the double glass doors and the

revolving door throughout

the day. They are usually dressed in business

suits, business suits with black boots and thick monochromatic
Sometimes

scarves.

they have one or two little children with them. The children

always seem quiet, overwhelmed.

There's

a little boy, seven or eight years

old, perhaps, clinging to his mother's

hand just outside the hotel right

now, He's trying to get her attention,

but she's distracted,

So he stands

still, waiting.
Two or three men dressed in black suits with two rows of bright
brass buttons down their jackets always stand just outside the doors of

-

the hotel. They wear British top hats and black gloves. I can hear them
whistle for the taxis even when the window is closed, even when I'm
downstairs in the lounge watching a movie. It's shrill, but not piercing.

Just loud, and full. Within moments of their whistle, a black cabby or a
bright pink taxi decorated with pictures from Vogue whizzes around the
corner of Buckingham

Gate Road and pulls to a stop in front of the hotel.

The suited man waves a black hand to the hotel guest who is standing

along the sidewalk just beyond the hotel doors. Then he opens the cab
door, slams it closed behind them, and waves once more as the taxi speeds
away. These men are always there, Regardless of the weather, their attire
never changes. It's always the same knee-length

black jacket with brass

buttons over a white shirt and black tie. The same hat, same gloves and
shoes. When it's raining, they carry a large red umbrella to shield the
hotel guests as they make their way to the cabs. They're

always standing

just outside the large glass double doors of St. James Court. Watching.
Waiting.
I often wonder what transpires
Street-just

below my window.

on the little srreet-r-Vandon

Since I'm on the third floor, I can't quite

make out the black road. I've tried many times-climbing

onto the grey

ledge just below the sill, pressing my face to the cold glass, trying to raise
my eyes high enough to compensate

for the height of my view. But the

road always remains hidden. Still, I know it's there. In the evenings I can
hear the laughter of my classmates

as they come back from a pub down

the street or a club off Piccadilly Circus. The later in the evening they
return, the louder they tend to be. There's
versation

always a pause in their con-

at the door as they struggle to locate their keys; more laughter

inevitably

ensues. On rainy days, I can hear the resounding

pop

of an

umbrella as someone snaps it open or closed at the doorway. Today the
street is quiet except for the cars rushing past on the main road, their tires
splashing in the ever-present

puddles. If the day remains dry, I only hear

the low rumble of their engines as they glide along to Buckingham,
Parliament,

to Victoria

to

Station, to a hotel, a business, a home. The sounds

rarely vary. The city gives up its own musical score to the rhythm
cabs, the footsteps, the rain. Always constant.

of the

Lulling. Waiting.

I turn away from my window, wet with rain, and sit back down
at my desk. A sigh escapes my lips as the longing to look out my window
rises. Though I'll miss seeing the gentleman at his desk every morning
and probably always wonder what his face looks like, and though I'll miss
seeing the three men outside the doors of St. James Court hailing taxis for
their guests, I'm ready to look out the window and see snowflakes

frozen

against the glass rather than water running down in streaks. I'm ready to
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look out and see the reflection of my Christmas

tree laden with home-

made ornaments, the lights twinkling against the snow. Then I'll hear the
laughter of my own family, my mom in the kitchen baking potica with
my little sister, my dad adding some humorous remark to their conversadon as he makes his way into the living room to toss another log into our
little gas stove. The sound of cars will cease and be replaced with a sense
of quiet, of rest, of completion.
I look once more past the burgundy drapes to the window.

Waiting.

*
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Nice Hit
by Kristi Korver
The bases are loaded, two outs, two strikes, and I hover near the

plate at the all-important 5th grade PE baseball game. High-pitched voices
around me squeal encouragement.
"Pretend the ball is your brother."

"You got it, Kristi!"
"Knock it out of the park!"
I have never once hit a baseball with a bat. Well, maybe in
kindergarten

Trball,

when we played

but it was pure luck. It is nice of my

classmates to cheer me on, but they have been in PE with me for the past
six years, and I am sure they remember as well as I that when it comes to
sports, I suck. But I at least want an "E" for effort, so I hoist the metal
bat into ready position, squeezing it tightly with my sticky elementary
hands. Right on top of left, thumb and pinky touch, feet shoulder width
apart ...
"Hey Yankee Doodle, bend your knees!"

Ugh! Garrett Olson would feel the need to coach me ... punk ... I
was getting there. Garrett is what one would call a "family friend;" we
have known each other since my birth, when he already had a whopping
five days on me. We are neighbors-we

go to the same church, ride the

same bus, have the same teacher, sing in the same musicals, play in the
same band, and irritate each other in the same ways every day. Garrett's
middle name is Kelly, and I never let him forget that it is a girl name.
when I call him Kelly, he always calls me Yankee Doodle.
the slightest idea why-never
my cap.

have I ridden a pony or stuck a feather in

Garrett always has to be better than me in everything.
bus we play
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But

I don't have

On the

and if I ever beat him, he always makes up some lame

excuse like, "Amanda told you what cards I had," or my favorite, "I didn't

Whatever! He would tell me what to do in
front of our entire class and call me Yankee Doodle. Stupid boy!
want yOli to cry so I let yOli win."
I release an exasperated
brace myself for the humiliation

sigh, refuse to bend my knees, and
of another strike.

Matt Srruiksma, the

fifth grade's best pitcher, launches the baseball into the air. It is spinning
perfectly, coming closer and closer to the plate. My eyes are fixed on the

'9

ball. The red stitching

looks like Garrett's

specks of dirt are his taunting

reddish-blond

hair, the brown

eyes, the writing on the ball becomes his

Oh how I loathe the face of Garrett Kelly Olson!
I send the ball flying into center field. In my excitement, I throw the bat to the side and begin to run toward first base. This
has never happened to me before. I hit the ball. Not even a bunt. Maybe it does
work to pretend the ball is your brother-or a loathsome soul named Garrett. I
crooked smile.

Smack!

near first base and realize that not a single person in my ultra-competitive class is cheering.

In fact, they are all jogging off the field. Are they so

shocked I hit the ball that they don't remember what
see my entire class clumping

to

do? I look behind me to

in a circle, a metal baseball bat lying a few

feet away.
Stephanie,
"What

Queen of First Base, runs past me and I ask her,

happened?"
"After you hit the ball, you sent the bat flying into the air. It hit

Garrett

in the head."

Oh dear, I probably killed him. Or worse, he will have permanent
mental damage. I will visit him every day at the children's hospital; I will never
call him Kelly again; I will stop cheating when we play ~l-if we ever play again .
. . Oh, this is just awful!
I push through

the smouldering

circle of fifth graders just as

Mr. Lefler, our PE teacher, helps Garrett to sit up. He is bleeding, but not
dead. My eyes redden and water with tears. Garrett
smiles.
"Nice hit, Yankee Doodle."

*

looks up at me and
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By the Hands of Men
by Rebekah Moffett
Everything

that seems empty is full of the angels of God,
Kathleen Norris

Holyrood House lies at one end of the Royal Mile; the northern end stretches

upwards

towards the breathtaking

in an unbroken
structure

cobblestone

of Edinburgh

line, building

Castle before abruptly

falling away to the ground below. When our bus pulled onto the street
that separates Old Town from New Town, it was the castle with its high
stone walls that captured

my attention.

But it wasn't up the Royal Mile

I found my footsteps heading that cold, October morning;

it was to the

palace, to the royal residence of her majesty the Queen whenever

she was

in Scotland.
After visiting Windsor
plain to me. The structure

Palace in England, Holyrood

was, after all, significantly

seemed

smaller, less impos-

ing. This was partially due to the fact that the palace was nestled near the
foot of Arthur's

Seat, a rounded

peak in the Scottish Highlands.

such an array of steep green hills and rocky ledges, Holyrood
more like a house than a palace-the
than being disappointed
Highlands

Against

appeared

place was aptly named. Yet rather

by the size, I was intrigued

by the setting. The

lent the grounds some of its majesty, spilling mystery

the manicured

lawn and gardens.

Royal Mile and Arthur's

across

From its position at the base of both the

Seat, Holyrood

House managed to steal some

splendor from both. It was as if the palace were given a stage on which
to perform, and once I understood
emerge from the setting.
As I passed through

the stage, the lead character

began to

the palace's iron gates, an older woman

with graying hair handed me a headset which I looped around my neck
and switched on before heading closer towards the palace doors. A monotonous

voice instantly

long, unbroken

sentences.

began to drone out the history of the palace in
Emphasis

fell continuously

on the last syllables

of every sentence as though the speaker were trying to jar me awake. I
was thankful

when the recording

in pitch helped retain my attention
overall despondency.

While

switched

to another narrator;

though both voices exhibited

I initially found the monologue

the change
the same

helpful as it
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provided me with some of the history of Holyrood House-the
ture, tapestries,

and jewels-the

monotony

architec-

moaned on too long for my

tastes. I could only stand in front of a portrait of James IV for so long
contemplating

his attire and expression before I lost interest in the sheer

fact that over 70 other portraits stood beside it. In the same room.
I r was with great relief that I clicked the recording off as I exited
the palace at the eastern door. I thought for a moment that I had stumbled
outside because sunlight flooded the area, illuminating
grey walls. Hand-sized

four decimated

stones stacked one upon the other rose to ornate

arches then crumbled around a blue chasm where a roof had once stood.
The large windows were broken out, mere holes in the stone walls which
allowed the sunlight to climb deeper into the ruins, bathing the grey
stones in celestial light. I glanced down at my map, unsure of where I
was. Two words in black ink answered my question; I stood in the ruins
of Holyrood Abbey.
The smattering

of pebbles beneath my feet shifted as I walked

to the center of the structure. The long eastern and western sides of the
abbey were divided into two levels of arches built directly into the walls.
The lower, rounded arches were filled with stone, much like closed windows, while the second tier of arches opened to the sky. Through

one of

the windows, I could see the thin needles of a pine tree just outside; the
life of the branch contrasted

starkly to the ruins around me. It was almost

like the flash of a memory. My eyes followed the line of broken windows
to the southern end of the abbey where the altar had once stood; the wall
was filled by a single, vast window, which was divided by stone into a
series of circles and arches-e-the places once filled with the stained glass
images of saints. I could only imagine what the floor of the abbey must
have looked like when the sun poured through the large window, scattering a rainbow of color from a thousand shards of glass across the grey
stones. But now the spaces were only filled with sky, and the sunlight
fell upon the tombstones

of royalty and the graves of men rather than the

bowed head of a saint.
The countless small grey stones from which the abbey walls
rose captured my attention

once more as I turned to face the western

wall. In my mind I could picture men laying them, one upon the other
beneath a grey sky. Their hands were bruised and marred with dirt, their
muscles strained. Thin blue veins bulged from their arms as they shaped
each stone, gingerly placing one upon the other. They worked tirelessly,
determined to reach heaven one stone at a time.
I could recall little in the British Isles that resonated as deeply as
this decimated church. The only thing my mind could connect to the maj-

...
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esty of the ruins was the wonder I felt every time I stared out at the ocean
waves crashing in against the shoreline of Cannon Beach, Oregon. There
the sea has cut away the cliffs just as men had shaped the stones-nature's
own attempt to reach the infinite. I had always marveled at the power and
vitality of the ocean, the way in which it beat against the shore, stripping
the sand away over and over. It was a baptism, a cleansing. I could never
look upon such completion

without feeling broken and remade.

But that wonder had never been evoked by anything man had
made until now. In the stillness of the morning, I found myself immovable in the face of such beauty. I wonder now
made by man at all. Somewhere

if

the structure had been

over the last nine hundred years of war,

despair, and anger, the abbey must have been shaped by the hands of God,
for the Earl of Hertford had desecrated the church in 1544while another
mob plundered the abbey in 1688 to celebrate the accession of William of
Orange. It was then the graves had been opened and the bodies disgraced.
The blood of peasant and king had mingled at the feet of the altar.
storative measures were taken decades thereafter,

culminating

Re-

in a new

roof in 1758.But when it collapsed just ten years later, people saw little
value in restoring the church to its former glory. Thus, the abbey continued to crumble further into ruin until it became the desolation and beauty
which now lay before me.
Yet my footsteps were stilled in the presence of such strength.
Even after nine hundred years, the church was still alive. The abbey
remained a beacon, a safe house, a doorway to heaven. By stripping away
the church's pillars, altar, and walls, man had only succeeded in removing
their presence from the abbey. For now in that emptiness, in that stillness,
one sensed a power far greater than that of man: the void was filled by

God.

*
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Orion
by David Bray
J didn't used to have to drive for hours to have adventures in the
car. I didn't even have to be behind the wheel. I remember when sitting in
the front seat was a thrill. Back then, I couldn't even touch the floor with

my feet, but if I slouched down in the seat and extended my legs, I could
rest my soles on the dashboard. My favorite front seat car rides happened
at night with my dad.
On those nights, I could feel our progress. I could press my ear
up against the door and hear the miles of pavement pass beneath our tires.
With my palm I felt the cool of the evening that was on the other side of

my window. Telephone poles zoomed by so fast that I got dizzy trying to
count them. The only things that seemed steady on those drives were the
seat beneath me, my dad beside me and the sky above me.

lt was on one of those drives that my dad first told me about
Orion. We were driving southeast from our home in Colorado Springs to
my Grandma's

house in Kansas.

"Do you see those three stars in a row?"
A lot of times J lied when my dad asked me if J saw thingsthat deer, the Alaska license plate, the shooting star-but

this time, I did

see the three stars. They were the three brightest stars in the sky, and they
were right in the middle of our windshield.
I nodded and raised my finger toward the constellation.
"Those are Orion's belt."
I asked my dad who Orion was and he told me that Orion was
a hunter and tried to show me stars that represented

Orion's weapons or

body parts. J only saw his belt, but a belt was all my imagination

needed.

It scared me to think about Orion because every time I thought about
him, I had to look at him, and every time I looked at him, he was still
standing there. I could feel him watching me from behind the darkness.
For the rest of the night, I sat in the front seat, Orion stood in the sky,
and we watched each other.

J tried to figure Orion out. J knew he was a hunter, and I knew
some things about hunters because my uncle was a hunter. The walls of
my uncle's house were covered in deer antlers and elk heads. He even had
a rug that was made out of a bear. I thought that Orion probably hunted

...
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bear and other dangerous animals too-the

kind of animals who are as

concerned with killing hunters as hunters are with killing them.

Even though Orion was a hunter, he didn't sound exactly like
my uncle. My dad said something

about a sheath that came off of Orion's

belt. Most of the time, my uncle didn't even wear a belt, and the only
people I knew about with sheaths were knights or pirates-all

people who

lived a long time ago. I didn't know how Orion could be that old and still
standing in front of me. Orion became my hero. His name in my mind
was low and powerful as

if

it were perpetually

announced

by James Earl

Jones: Orion.
A few years later, my parents gave me a book of constellations.
The dots that represented the stars of the constellations

glowed in the

dark. I rushed through the pages to find Orion. I found him on pages
twelve and thirteen and I was disappointed.

Maybe it was because in the

book the black of the sky only went to the pages' end, or maybe it was
because I had to look down to see him instead of up, but he wasn't nearly
as coolon paper as he was through our windshield.
Sometimes I wonder what happened to Orion. I still see him
sometimes, but now he's usually just the three stars of his belt to me,
or something

I can point out to impress other people. He's no longer a

mighty bear slayer-rarely
just got tired of hunting.

even a person.

r wonder

if he retired or if he

Or maybe it's my problem. Maybe I'm the one

who gave up. Maybe I'm the one who quit paying attention and Orion is
still up there every night, strong and agile as ever, terrorizing
with his presence.

*

the darkness

Carrie
by Britta Kaltenbach
"What are you doing?" I question. Carrie gazes up at me from

her camping spot on the floor, hiding behind our ugly, yellow, grandmarocker. Skittles lay next to her in various shapes that she has created using
the different colored candies. A yellow square, a red triangle and a green
circle decorate our carpet that is in serious need of vacuuming.

"Studying," she replies and acknowledges her cultural geography book on the floor next to her artwork.
"Do you always eat your Skittles that way?" I laugh.
"Y ou gotta eat them according to their colors because the colors
all taste different. They just taste nasty when you put them all together.
The red and purple ones are my favorite. The yellow and the greens are
just nasty!" She eats them in an order; green and yellow first because
they're gross, then the orange because they fall in the middle, and the red
and purple are left for last. I must ask before I have any Skittles to see
what color she is eating that day, and then am only allowed to eat that
color. M&Ms, on the other hand, can be eaten all at once because they all
taste the same. She has a preference for the brown and the blue M&Ms,
but they are not saved for last necessarily.

***
"Simpatico.

It means nice, but it makes me think of simple and

simple people are always stupid. So simpatico

makes me think of stupid,"

Carrie thinks out loud as she studies her Spanish flash cards. I enjoy sharing my French

WI

pronunciation

and vocabulary with her as she dem-

onstrates her Spanish rot knowledge.

She laughs at me as 1 attempt my

French R's with all the crap in the back of my throat. In return, I laugh at
her when she tells me her interesting
lary words. Sometimes,

ways of remembering

her vocabu-

there are little actions to do with her new verbs

that are quite comical as well. It's amazing to me that she's so diligent in
her Spanish. Nightly, she sits on her bunk and flips through homemade
flash cards penned in different colored ink, learning her new Spanish
vocabulary.

***
"Why don't you have more homework!"
in Literature

Being a double major

and Theatre is annoying when you have an Art Educa-

tion major for a roommate.

She has fun sitting in the room with her

-little chalky pastel thingies that get her fingers all black, drawing a can
of hairs pray and my teapot sitting on top of a box, while I read one of
my three novels due for the next day. She inevitably

gets an itch on her

nose and smudges black all over her face when she relieves the itch. You
know she's been drawing for a long time when she has black chalk on her
forehead and under her nose. She searches our dorm room for the hidden
treasures

all over for new and interesting

things to draw.

"Does anyone have any balls?" she bellows down the hallway as
she goes searching for a variety of sports balls to draw. I believe she was

working on drawing spheres and shading.
"Britta, I need your nose!" Carrie is working on facial features a
few days later. I sit for the better half of an hour while she copies my eye,
nose and lips. These artworks
her other favorites.

may someday grace our walls, with some of

Our room is enlivened

with her works from different

stages of her artistic career, from high school paintings

and pottery to her

current drawing class chalky sketches that are her "homework."

***
"Stop whistling

'Ghetto

Super Star!' I hate that song!"

"Oh, is that what I'm whistling?"
rie whistles

unknown

tune to whatever

she obliviously

songs; she begins whistling

her beginning

whistles

remarks.

Car-

and then picks up the

sounded like. On this particular

evening of her "Name That Tune" whistling,
could.

I recognized

it before she

"Do you even know the words to that song?"
"No," she laughs. We both had that annoying

tune in our heads

for the rest of the evening and would laugh every time she would begin to
whistle.

***
"Your roommate wears a lot of clothes," one of my friends
recounts to me when discussing my roommate.
"I know! I don't know how she can wear so many layers!" I
reply. Carrie must always be cold or can endure the most stifling of heat
because she always has several garments

adorning

her small body. On a

usual fall day, Carrie sports a camisole (usually white), and button-up
shirt and a zip-up hoodie beneath: The Khaki Jacket! In every picture I
possess of my roommate she is wearing her favorite Khaki Jacket. It's a
comforting consistency in her life, I believe.
"It's the best investment
justifying

her favorite ornament.

I've ever made!" Carrie states when
She prides herself that this marvelous

jacket is the only thing she has ever paid full price for, and it was still less
than $25. She's either frugal or she's Super Bargain Shopper. Being the
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second oldest of four girls, I believe this is a skill she has acquired from
her parents who are no doubt professionals

at finding great deals.

***
"I don't do Halloween,"

Carrie explains.

"What! How can you not do Halloween? You don't like to dress
up?" I become frustrated.
for months

I had been plotting my Halloween

costume

now. I was getting all jazzed for the rrick-or-treaters

to come

through the dorm so I could give them really sugary candy in hopes
that they would eat it all and keep my professors awake .all night. Sort
of a round-about

way of getting back at professors who shell out unjust

amounts of homework.
"My family never did Halloween."

"Oh! You poor deprived child!" I sympathize. She was okay
with having this void in her childhood.
her up Christian;

Unlike me, her family brought

I think that's why she is okay with it. She is very strong

in her faith and is avid about making her faith her own. Currently,

she is

reading The Heidelberg Catechism, the Reformed Church's

as a

devotional

doctrine,

every night before she sails off into deep slumber,

20

seconds

after her head comes in contact with her pillow. This peculiar devotional
is her attempt to discover what her church believes, then decide if she
believes that as well. I admire her for that-my
always fall a few inches too short.

*

good intentions

seem to

"'*
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first place poetry

at last
by Ryan Pendell
across heaven there are roads
that never fade in the crouching grass
you may walk sixty-five, sixty-six
miles for a tall yellow rock to sit on
when you have to get away
from the city that rocks in the sky
like a descending birthday cake
the saints melting like wax candles
dancing the tiers all the way up
too much for you, but then you find
the smooth path worn down away
the clay not hard but replying
with white cloud puffs beneath you
sibilance of grass ripples without wind
not a tree around-no
need, he told you
trees are for dying on
slip back on the rock, and lie flat open
a simple pancake of undirected love
water will come from that rock
if you speak to it but if you
sing it will pick up the harmony
and if you decide to hold still
not very long just a hundred
thousand years it will hold you
a rubbed down bed around your body
lizards will come and write messages
on your skin in scrawling print
secret hieroglyphic tattoos of praise
a little bird will drop lime juice
in your mouth on the even days
the angels will keep the path swept clean
a great white string on the summer plain
stomped down and invisibly repaired
for whenever you choose to return

second place poetry

Blessing

I

I

by Aleisa Schat
"They shall rise up and call her blessed."

-Proverbs 31:28
"What is it about a woman, removing her accessories one by one, that is
so lovely?"

-William

Kloefhorn

Blessed are the women who rise
in the morning and string pearl

around their tired, lovely throats.
And blessed is the woman who, glimpsing
herself in the mirror, is astonished
to find herself still in a body.
A pillar of salt, my grandmother

stands

at the mirror, looking past herself
into the silent, hollowed space
of morning-only

for a moment,

bobby pin poised above her hair, gathered
like brillo at the nape of her neck. I sit
In the doorway, feigning interest
in my shoes.
My grandmother
suspended, just for a moment, growing
up out of the floor. A moment, as if passing
through a thin blade of grass ...
The white sheets on the bed
are like blown sand, rippling, smelling of the clean
cold farm, sweet skin.
From town,
church bells like startled voices.

3'
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She removes one earring, tilting her head,
then the other, tilting her head. Now looses
the pearls, lays them like small shiny eggs
on the dresser.
Out the window, stale dust and warm breath

fold into the dark body of the barn. Over
time, it opens to light.

Beams gapping

like strings

of illuminated pearl.
She stands
at the mirror, opening

herself like a fish.

Her filleted, soft white
center there beyond the glass.
Blessed are the quiet, hallowed,
early things.

Sun on the floor,

pristine light, bright dust.
arrangement

tarnished jewelry,
stemmed

The graceful

of perfume bottles,
and one long-

mirror on the cherry dresser.

The curue of neck and the slope
of shoulder blade.

The shape

of a word lihe fur on the tongue.

honorable mention poetry

•

premIses
by Ryan Pendell
if I could find
the hard poetics of a tree
the mechanism

of shade

permutation

of leaves

map au t a life
a clean draft of cartography

I may have then
what shamans
and mystics vested
in robes of old dialectics
flailed their spines
and wrung their innards for:
the seed of a seed
is the tiger's pounce
nature demands a holocaust
knowledge

is branches

all the way up and
resistance already begins
in the shell
all this a drawn report
a tax return
to make up for the world's
poor accounting
from a simple inversionwe've been working backward
ever since-

I could maybe then
in a sure release
prove that from within the tree
there was no fraud, embezzlement
or blame no
crooked devil
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out the back door

love stuffed in his pockets
that within the tree
evil is the indivisible
remainder

if

of the seed

the proof that entails forgiveness
we still can

if it is even still within us
to forgive a tree

s
honorable mention poetry

Song of
Autumn Eyes
by Emily Sweet Landegent
and she cried,

My beloved, when will Autumn lagoon
Before us again? How will the full oak
Fans' hues shed and blaze a thick, cunning smoke,
Sans a bold look from you to make them swoon?
0, is time forgot? Please, let time be soon

My love, pledge your profound brown eyes to cloak
Only mc. Promise that you never broke
A soul. 1 fear my youth will come to ruin!

but he replied,
Oh beloved, have faith, my chorus of
Life! Deepest, purest harmony

swells from

Your emerald eyes. My first, my only love,
My sonata, I won't leave 'til death. Come,
Lovely, Autumn

shines!

Let us dance embraced!

As one we will have more of life to taste.
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honorable mention poetry

Open Letter tc
Albert Einsteir
by j en Shafe
I used to start my fan mail out with
"Hi! How are you?"
just like I would with any letter I sent at that age
because I thought the initial question
would force a reply
and show that I
was not the usual breed of teenybopper
I figure, now, that 399 out of

400

letters my boy-band loves opened each day started with
"Hi! How are you?"
because, let's face it, we were all innovative

and different

I never received a reply
But you probably already knew that
didn't you
had the formula worked out before boy bands existed
because your mind wrapped around concepts
the world couldn't dream of
You already knew
that the weight of one junior high girl
sitting alone in her room
divided by
the sum of
the number of friends she had
plus
the number of boys who asked her to dance at the fall formal
quantity square-rooted and taken times pi

>

would equal the probability
of that girl ever receiving a fan mail response
How many responses did you write, Albert
when women were throwing their panties at you?

Or did you write them with your body
E:::mc2ing it as your beings collided?
Albert, I heard that you cheated
on your second wife

The word
Womanizer
was thrown like wedding china in a messy divorce
and though my poetic morality chastises you
my heart wonders what it would have been like
Seeing you in a bar

or the physics lab
our hands grazing as we reached for the same piece of chalk
and the energy between us
would have been our combined
times the speed of light squared
and universes would implode as

mass
yOUT

fingertips

lingered

against

drawing time from space
and building eternity

with a touch

Oh Albert
How many times did you write them afterwards?
Or were you one of those "here's enough money for a cab
but our axes have tilted away from each other"
never-see-you-again

type of lovers?

I hope not
They said they found letters
and maybe you knew so much the world didn't
knew you had to love women
like Elvis loved sandwiches
and pills
and women

mine

because you had more to say than would fit in equations
so you had to love and write letters
Albert, I have just one more question
How long does it take for a poet
to find love in a man who will write for her?
See, I haven't yet deciphered the equation
but I figured you had and I was just writing to see
Dear Albert,
Hi! How are you?

Man Standing on a
Train Car, Highway
60, March 29, 2006
by Aleisa Schat
How early in the morning do the long metal threads
Of track catch the light and glint red all the way
To the horizon?

Only one man could tell you: a solitary

Figure cut against the pewter sky, loading boxes
Into the cold steel belly of a train car, carefully
Lowering each one through a hole in the roof like a

Frightened child-or
For a miracle.

like a cripple, waiting

You passed him once, careening down

The highway in your 198] Buick. It was spring, the first
Real rain, and the whole world was just beginning
To resurrect itself after the last hard frost of February

(The sleeping bulbs of tulips, deep in the ground, secretly
Pushing their roots out into the soil; in the mornings,

the rude chatter

Of the birds and the smell of the wet Iowa topsoil.)
And as the highway unraveled behind you, and your wife
Slept in the passenger seat with her lips parted
Just so (and you wanted to crawl into that safe place
And go to sleep on her warm tongue), and the muted

Swing-sound

of some twenties brass-band

Crackled through the left speaker, that man stood
Fixed, on top of the train, just far enough away
That he could be any man, with sturdy shoulders
And a strong back, just far enough that he could be
Every man that ever lifted heavy boxes and laid them gently
Into the deep black hold of a train car, alone
But for the plains that stretched out behind him, and the tracks
That unraveled like metal threads in both directions, and the cold
Gray rain slanting across the empty sky.

p
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America
by Jen Shafer
America
I loved you once

r was

six years old

hand chasing heartbeats
and I danced for you
the way only six year aids can

twirling
my red and white dress

rippled
in the summer heat as
fireworks

exploded
above our heads

and I didn't think of
Hiroshima
or Nagasaki

thought only of fireflies
and the way your curves cupped

my family and kept us nestled
in your heartland

and

America

I loved you
once
I was ten the first time
I ran my hand up the spine of your Midwest
scraped snow from your skin

5°

and pressed it to my lips
you were saving me

and while the world around us raged
with wars waged in the blackness of night
we danced

showered the world with light
and sang songs to affirm the peace
we had found in one another
America
I can't remember when you stopped calling
stopped asking me to dance
But it was about then that the wars came home
and you were too busy to notice

the dancing girl
now that you were sending beys out to fight
too busy to notice fireflies and fireworks
America
I loved you once

I only wish you'd loved me back

5'

We Are Just Fine
by Nathanael Tagg
Papa hadn't heard the bloody news just yet
Of how the world is crumbling

across the sea

Middle East is just some vague direction
Our house needs painting,

that much he knows

Still, children scream of murder on TV
Whole families up and flee their country
Millions flood the streets with speed
Israel's bombing their neighbors

naked

Mama's checking her black book for prophecy
Mumbling

something

Eyes so burdened

about colored horses

need clues to believe

We're to support the fight her pastor pleads

So shaky shots of rubble heaps flash
A reporter stands on buried homes
Sirens cut the death report short

For a show of hospital beds all full
Beside me, my friends see nothing

They yawn and flip the channel,
Check their phones and comb their hair
America is safe, why fret the far-away
Bones and blood aren't camera shy
But our president

keeps confrontation

calm and sure

Our guns are like traffic lights for refugees
Red in the name of freedom means go
I feel misplaced or confused in my reaction
It ain't dust or the way the picture moves
My eyes weep and soul sinks at the sight
Millions are dying, but we are just nne
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The Season Cycle
by Hannah Lois Marielle Sauerwein
I ~ Pyre
It is getting cold
these days. The limbs
are running shy on leaves.
Late dawn unveils a crisp world.
Curling shreds of trees mound
on the earth, shattering

under our feet.

I should be in a sweater,

or

inside, warm in fleece folds,
or outside, raking up the
beautiful carcasses.
So many incarnate flames
pool around my stoop, then fade
to brown, or dust, or both.

II - Ashes
Everything that lived
is worn from a year
of exuberance.
The colors are whispers
under powdered remains.
They are all we have of fire now.

All crystallizes, congeals,
evaporates into grey.

It owns a certain timbre

•
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that sounds like the tenor bells

of eternity. They sing only one note,
and this is it.
III ~ Kindling
Watery sepia has
owned nature for too long now.
Hard angles melt into organic

shapes, arcs and swirls.
Tremulous petals yawn to life
and crumble into a bed

where seeds fall, quivering,
for the first and last time.
Newborn designs press their noses
through the loam.

The sun

nods his cue, and something

begins

in the whispers of color.

IV ~ Smoke
Golden-bright days and brief nights
scurry into lines. Those feathery chains
are strewn over time by impassioned

winds

like hurried tumbleweeds. This
is what the earth was nursing
while her garments

burnt away.

A flash, a show, a spectacle

of living things gallivanting, all grins
and blossoms-under

the heat

two seasons of waiting come
to radiant fruition.
an ephemeral

For a moment,

second, it touches perfect.

---
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Home
by Aleisa Schat
The gray slowly shades
To darkness,

penciled

in

Over windows, then let
Down like heavy drapes.
Outside, evening falls

Over the fields and
Houses.

Our old birch

Turns to a hard shadow

As dusk slips away, pulled
I nto us by our breathing.
The tree, now only
The implication
Is brushed

of a tree

in places with

Silvery light and gathers

wind

Up among its branches.

It seems like it is only chance
That keeps the world this way
Quiet and sleeping.
The windows

One of

is partly open

And wind breathes
Into the house, lifting

The edges of papers and
Whispering
Floorboards.

over the
When I turn

The page of my book
I remember where

ram.

•
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Terra Firma
by Nathaneal Tagg
An eroded man toils

To make his modest acre of soil
Safe from automated

rape.

He scatters seed sparingly.

The virgin ground, his future bed,
Hears the whisper of its keeper
Who reaps merely what his family eats.
His field does not hinder trees
Or intrude on their sanctuary

Of four-legged dwellers
With hasty expansion.
His annual yield grows only in song
That howls from his lungs at harvest,

Melody picked and sung to protest
The roar of neighbors'

combines,

Chemical crops hauled off.
In the heartland,
Home of careless cultivation-

A man soon to meet
An eternity of sleep in soil

He kept holy.

Words
by J airni J onesor
Have you ever noticed the way that the word 'profundity'
Just doesn't sound very

Profound?
It seems the more I stretch my hand out and grasp for eloquence
The more I lose myself in my own pretension

Like just now
When

I used the words 'eloquence'

and 'pretension'

in the same stanza

And the only place it got me was to a dead end of thought
I want real words

Soul pouring, drenching, dripping words
Messy words

Bloody words
I want those words
Like a painter wants her canvas

Like God wants His people
I want these words
I want to be lost in words

Words
Words like moments
Like when it's 3 a.m. and you're 16
And you're sitting on the hood of that green Volvo for the last time
And the stars wink, with their overwhelming

knowing

you've poured out to this boy in the 'best summer'
Words like moments

like that

Words
Like the tears that rush
As you lay with your friends on the empty stage

of every secret

of your life

•
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And the show is done
For real this time

Words
Like the guitar-accompanied

sunset on the birthday

that was sweeter than

anyone ever told you it could be
Words like moments

like that

Like drowning in your joy
as you cradle your knees in a stranger's

living room

having finally admitted that
yOll

need jesus

Words like moments like
The prickling goose bumps on your arms and down your spine,
As you lose yourself in the music that sings to you exactly who you are

Words
Like the stinging ache of your body after the mistake, the last one, for
sure this time, I promise

Words
like dancing
In complete abandonment
Because there's no one to stop

yOll

and no one to watch you and no one to

point out that you bend in ways people shouldn't
and that you're built like someone addicted to drugs
or pain
or diets
Words like moments
Like that
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Where are my words?

I want to let myself be
Swept up
Caught up
Overtaken
Like those moments

Rushing, gushing, flooding. Feeling.
Feeling.
Being there,
Lost and unaware

Of being aware
Of being
I want words
granting freedom

To be
Me
in my broken beauty

I'm through with profundity

>
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Life-Size
by Tracey Pronk
When I was little
but not little enough to be

playing with Barbies,
I did anyway.

My

favorite one had wavy brown hair

and paafy bangs
like me, with cleavage

from plastic skin.
I named her Stephanie,

or Jennifer

or some suchprobably to go with her outfit.
There was always a best friend

always a ball
and forever a boy who never noticed her

"Let's say she's kind of a tomboy;
Let's say she never wears her hair down."

She would though, for the ball.
I brushed it 'til it shone
as only plastic can,

and carefully slipped
the teal sparkly gown with deep blue rhinestones

over her carefully fashioned body.
Finally Ken, or Cameron, or Joseph
saw her in a dramatic

moment

of preteen bliss, across the room
and so 00.

Plastic face mashed plastic face,
unblinking smiles pushed together while
imitation arms and legs awkwardly overlapped .
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So the tomboy wore her hair down,
won the plastic prince

and lived happily
over and over.
When I was a little grown-up
but not little enough
to care about wearing my hair down anymore,

you liked me anyway.

•
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Your Hands
by Jen Shafer
Your hands
cup my dignity
and the softer parts of my body
while a smile
rolls across your lips
and settles in your eyes
like it was
some surprise
that I let you touch me
there
and all those nights

that I had dreamed about this
about you
about us
just couldn't

do it justice

because I hadn't

dreamed

that my skin would dance

as your fingers played upon it
or that when you kissed me

I would think of the color green
same as your little kid cartoon sheets

But it did
and I did
and we did
and the way you whispered my name
made the breath catch in my throat
not wanting you to see

how hard I was breathing
how fast my heart was racing
just trying to catch you
so it could tell you
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that the way you say my name

is really
nice
and if it wouldn't be too much trouble
could you say it again
just once more
But I guess it lost the race
just like I lost every race
in ]'h grade track
because you never said my name like that again
like you were tasting sunshine

and happiness

You just held me
cradling my head
with your arm as we slept

Your breath
tickling the canals of my ear
throwing

off my balance and concentration

making my dreams as confusing
as my thoughts

on

homosexuality
capital punishment
abortion

and this relationship
All things people think about
but no one really decides
because there's a gray area in all of them
and I don't want the gray area in ou r relationship
to be where your love for me resides
And the more

r think

about it

the more sure I am
that you will never love me at all
because the way your foot falls
as you walk away from me
lets me know you're never coming back

And as you turn to pack
I gather my clothes from the floor
slowly
giving you a chance to change your mind
and finding that when you don't
the way you say
"Gotts go"
sounds like my dignity
shattering on the floor
and my heart beating alone

That Winter
for Judy
by Aleisa Schat
In January we stopped speaking of
the future. The bare landscape, devoid
of all color. Bitter window-glass, fragile,
ready to break from the cold. OUf living-room
full of pictures, the faces muted
by dust.

Talk turned to the everyday, the
I continued to
wash our clothes, Mondays.
inconsequential.

The thaw came, unexpectedly,
and we heard the birds' rude chatter

in the mornings. The sheets were cool
and damp. Outside, everything
was brown, like a dull sepia painting. I strung
our sheets up along the line in the yard, where
shadows passed over them like omens.
The shades in your room, drawn
against the bleak winter light. Pressing
yet another long needle into the 50ft
purple wound in your arm. Nothing but the quiet
intonations of the machines.

r sit now in your worn chair,
the fabric smells like pine
and glycerin. The sun, warm
in my hair, makes rectangles
on the floor.
Today, there is nothing
that could persuade me to
the window, to confront Spring.

p
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awk.
by Kelsey Carroll
in the margin of my paper
the phrase in red
I never understand
the reason or the comment

that the flow of my paper doesn't work
for who? for her? for him?
it's my story
that I know so well
it kisses me on the forehead ..
it was the fourth of july and we were all there
micah was twenty-one

but she still drank pepsi

and should have never broken up with aaron

kids generally like the [ell-o more than the snicker salad
but the ice cream was melted
to a puddle in the grass
that always needs

to

be cut

I never did like math ...
is this flowing well enough for you?
is there sentence cohesion?
but then again
you didn't see the lake when it started to rain
or the way his eyes traced the lines of her swimsuit
or feel the humidity. so don't tell me
it's awkward
that it isn't cohesive ...
it was the fourth of july and we were all there

I wrote him a letter that he never got
and when I graduated
I ate fruit trays with the best of them
and sang "wonder pets"
with rnia who can't say her r's
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and forgot to remember
the known-new

contract

of reader expectation
and instead
remembered the art

of what I know
and what I heard and saw
when I knew

I would never go shopping again
with emma
and we put her in the ground

Stations
by Carl Erickson
Cold steel cuts into my legs and back
As I sit alone in a busy train station
That looks like every other one
I've seen in the past month of travel
That blurs like the scenery outside the trains I ride.

My backpack slumps beside me,
Filled with haphazard

facts of travel-

Crumpled T-shirts, damp socks,
Shampoo, toothpaste,

deodorant

and used shorts

-Thrown in at 6 a.m. in the dim light
Of a crowded hostel room.

r sit

back and wait for the train.

Wondering

Again.

why trains are always late.

Brochures say they are the way to travel,
And show pictures of silver bullet trains rushing

Through picturesque fields and forests,
Passengers smiling and dreaming

Of the perfect place they are going,
Like a three year old dreaming of Disneyland.
I've never seen that silver train
Or been to Disneyland.
All the trains that go my way are boxy relics from the 1980'S,
Covered with graffiti and grime,
Rocking over uneven tracks through overgrown
And gloomy slums blanketed

fields

in grey industrial clouds.

Efficient, sickly sodium lights flicker and buzz overhead
Illuminating

stained concrete, rusty tracks and

Grey-brown birds pecking unseen bits of something.

r let myself

dream of somewhere

in a brochure,

Somewhere with green trees and grass
And birds that chirp for joy at the sun and wind,
Knowing my budget rail pass will never get me there.
So I get on the next train that comes,
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And watch the scenery blur as long as I can,
Then get off at the next station

Where the cold steel of the bench
Cuts into my legs and back,
As I wait for my train.

One Night Stand
by Amy Leigh Lightfoot
There's something

enticing

about a ripe peach.

Its tender, fuzzy skin
pretending to protect
the soft flesh

hiding the tangy juice
that escapes down my chin
to sticky-up

my fingers

making sure I won't forget
our two-minute

affair.

But once I've consumed

the fruit I find
in its heart
the pit

which is said
to be poisonous

7°
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stole a book from
the library
by Emily Sweet Landegent

well
i didn't really steal it

it with my card
like a Good and Upright Citizen
but it felt like stealing
i borrowed

because i have homework
and yes
i promised

myself i would wait to read it over break

but i know i'l1 read it tonight
i'l1 devour it tonight
paper tastes better anyway

than gnawing bland keys for a grade
i had set out for Pollock
Gorgeous

Pollock

Homework- Required Pollock
Legal Pollock
but
gorgeous or no
searching usually leads to off-the-subject

browsing

and

well
in such a sanctuary
endless volumes tempt

Georgia O'Keeffe: American and Modern was rather unassuming
a pale cream and worn bound
a.k.a. Coffee Table Material
but it is
as always

what is inside that makes the art

Mt
and it was
as always
what was inside that made me look twice
i slipped Georgia under my arm
and held my breath
please-p lease-p lease
no one stop me and ask me what i'm doing
i could see it ...
the roaming searchlight

stops on me

freezes my steps
out of the black a voice harks in Gestapo Fashion:
you're reading it for FUN?!
shaking i thrust the contraband
the PICTURES!
have you SEEN
but they wouldn't

above my head and protest rather confidently:
her pictures?!

understand

no
not these absent-minded

bibliophobic pals

they say they hate it here
they say they leave as soon as they can

me?
i'll take the libraries
they
(and everyone with them)
can have the rest of iowa
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Gentling the Ground
by Cindy Sybesma
Springtime

grass is pushing through the frost.

Merely a shadow of the nine feet it will grow
this summer.

Scrub trees, prairie skyscrapers,

pierce the unbroken sky and land.
Two infants sit on the tufty grass. Next month

the spot will be invisible and rattlesnakes will crawl
where diapers now rest. They cannot remember
the worn body of their grandfather.
remembered

A man now

only through the deep-rooted

stories.

Forty years ago, he wrangled this ground.
It heaved and bucked at the slice of his new
steel plow.

He nearly lost his seat in 191:Z

when the southwest

wind came and the land

lunged from spring with a jump and barrel-roll.
Now the high-wires
as a monument
Taming

on the section line stand

of his ride.

He broke this land.

it so now two babies in white could sit

on the ground, in the sun, for a photograph.
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Worth
by Tracey Pronk
All the dishes arc done

but she lingers at the sink.
The bright burnt orange sink
leftover from the seventies
when this woman was coming into her own,
burning bras and stirring uproar.
She reaches over and turns off the oven,
remembering

instead burning

meatloaf and stirring green beans.

Another dinner came-and-gotten,
another night spent at the sinka portal to the past
and a tether to the present.
She gazes out
beyond her completed chore,
through a window that looks to a manicured

lawn

during the day, now
it's just dark
waiting for dawn.
Her calloused hands softened by dish soap
grip either side of the bright burnt orange sink

whose startling hue suddenly draws her eyes
to refrigerator

artwork

stained with jelly-

leftover from a tenderly

packed lunch.

She will make breakfast tomorrow

morning.
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what, awards?
first place fiction
"Faces on the Train," Hannah Lois Marielle Sauerwein

second place fiction
"How to be a Cheap College Student," Allison Roorda

first place nonfiction
"Aching in Art," Emily Sweet Landegent

second place nonfiction
"The Proposal," Andrea Collier

honorable mentions nonfiction
"Appointments

with Time," Cindy Sybesma

"Grandma's Cards," Amy Leigh Lightfoot

first place poetry
'fat last," Ryan Pendell

second place poetry
"Blessing," Aleisa Schar

honorable mentions poetry
"premises,"

Ryan Pendell

"Song of Autumn Eyes," Emily Sweet Landegent
"Open Letter to Albert Einstein," jeri Shafer
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who said?
first place fiction
Hannah

Lois Madelle

Sauerwein's

in the simple act of empathy

"Faces on a Train" is a strong study

that lies at the heart of so much fine fiction.

Stepping into the consciousness

of Daniel, the limited third-person

confined setting of a train ride and the stimulus
the aisle. Though

narra-

amount of character in a short space, aided by the

tor offers an enormous

relying on a different

flective, muted tone and the retrospective
world remind me of Marilynne

of a young writer across

narrative vantage point, the reconsideration

Robinson's

of an older man's

Gilead, not a bad resonance to

invoke. I will try to rely, in a few years (and maybe sooner) on Daniel's
passing wisdom about people who come across as too put together: "[I]t
just was like lying to be so collected. He took full advantage
obtaining permission

to not be entirely together.

of his age in

It's a more pleasant way

of life." And that pleasure (and wisdom) pervades this story.

first place nonfiction
Acknowledging

its debt to Annie Dillard, Emily Sweet Landegent's

"Aching in Art" extends Dillard's trademark
richly textured,
joys/problems

attentiveness,

honest, and hopeful meditation
of representation.

offering a

on God, nature, and the

One grace of creative non-fiction

is the

freedom the writer has to show the mental starts and stops that form her
imaginative

engagement

with the world in language. The writer here en-

joys the pleasures of description

and diction ("God had painted the night

in the style of El Greco" and "rich shades of ink and warm silver, lightly
veiled the celestial body. And it was like a body, a person").

However,

she also teases us through the problems of memory and representation,
aching for a camera, or her journal, but having only her immediate

senses

to engage the sunset as she walked, living in that moment while simultaneously lamenting

the lack of time to paint (or photograph

or write) the

world: "Will I be able to paint all that I missed and all that I loved?" The
answer, this side of eternity,
from trying .

is no, but that doesn't stop her, thankfully,

first place poetry
"at last," by Ryan Pendell, demonstrates
engage a particular

how poetic language and line can

landscape, both drawing from a place's richness and

offering grace in return. The use of catalogues and of lines and sub-tines,

in psalm-like (or Whitman, Sandburg, or Graham-like) fashion helps to
create the rolling energy of the piece. What's
very pleasurable)

deceptively

hard to do (and

about this poem, are the sonic pleasures of alliteration,

assonance and internal rhyme in lines like:
the smooth path worn down away

the clay not hard but replying
with white cloud puffs beneath you
sibilance of grass ripples without
This playful, serious and musical engagement

wind

with place suggests how

important poetry can he for helping us imagine a humble, energized human involvement with the natural world "for whenever you choose to
return."

-r-Dr. David Wright
Wheaton

College

